Quantitative assessment of polymerization-binding mechanics of cyanoacrylates: model development and validation.
Although commonly acknowledged as paramount in significance, the mechanics of cyanoacrylate polymerization remain poorly characterized and quantified for clinical applications. This prompted development of a simplistic model for the systematic study of polymerization and binding behaviors of cyanoacrylates. A sliding bed apparatus was constructed that linked a strain gage with a vessel that could be filled with liquid medium, cyanoacrylate, and a microcatheter. As the cyanoacrylate polymerized, the microcatheter was mechanically drawn away very slowly from the fixed vessel, resulting in the development of forces that were recorded to characterize the dynamics of polymerization and binding. Optimization of the model required manipulation of several variables that could influence polymerization. Three different formulations of cyanoacrylate were also tested to determine whether there are significant differences in polymerization dynamics. After experimenting with a few basic physical parameters of the test apparatus, consistent measurements of binding forces during cyanoacrylate polymerization could be recorded and measured. Polymerization produced a multiphasic pattern of binding forces, in which three distinct phases were observed. Furthermore, the rates of polymerization were significantly influenced by a variety of parameters, including the type of fluid within the model vessel, geometry of the model vessel, and rate of injection of acrylic into the well. Furthermore, there were significant differences in the pattern of dynamic binding forces among the various formulations of cyanoacrylate tested. A standardized bench top testing apparatus has been developed, which can consistently show dynamic binding related to polymerization of cyanoacrylates. This preliminary study shows a clear multiphasic pattern of polymerization binding, which may have important clinical implications. The apparatus may be useful for gaining better insight into a variety of clinically important phenomena related to cyanoacrylate polymerization.